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Fallacies, Fake Facts, Alternative Facts, and Feel
Good Facts; What to do About Them?
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B

oth sides of the political spectrum now
use deception and misinformation to
argue their philosophical positions on
environmental harm, present and future. And both
use common logical fallacies to enhance their
views: cherrypicking (selecting data fitting their
preconceived outcome); hasty generalization
(suggesting conclusions from a small set of data
implies the same conclusion elsewhere); and ad
hominem (personal attacks on the ethics, funding,
or perceived associations of those having different
views).
Beyond these long-known logical fallacies, the
public debate of science includes outright lies,
“fake and alternative facts,” and “feel good facts”
information or ideas that feel like they should be
true but are not. Real facts consist of information
that can be reproduced by anyone with the same
skills. How many people showed up at President
Obama and President Trump’s inaugurations?
This information can be found in the public record
through photographs made by the U.S. Park
Service and those made independently by others.
How do scientists change the conversation to
allow for measured civil discourse to solving the
large environmental challenges of the future? The
fakery in public debate usually starts with the
cherrypicking and then moves to never setting a
bar for collective agreement. If these approaches
fail to win the day, the ad hominem attacks begin
and invocation of conspiracy theories which
appeal to public ignorance (another fallacy). I
became subject to these tactics in debate over
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hydraulic fracturing (“fracking”) used to obtain
oil and natural gas out of solid rock. I even wrote
a paper on what happened to me when the dust
settled (Siegel 2015).
Briefly, I challenged the premise of a published
paper that concluded groundwater quality in
northeastern Pennsylvania could be broadly
contaminated by fracking. The paper used flawed
statistics and a non-random small data set. I gained
access to chemical analyses of groundwater from
more than ten thousand water wells in the same
area and showed that no broad environmental harm
had in fact occurred. Indeed, groundwater quality
in that part of Pennsylvania has actually improved
since fracking, although this improvement did not
relate to fracking (Wen et al. 2019).
Some of those who philosophically felt fracking
should cause harm to groundwater (for them, a
“feel good fact”), could not dispute the science
since I effectively used the entire population of
water wells. So, they attacked me ad hominen
and suggested I participated in a conspiracy with
the hydrocarbon industry. I ultimately testified at
a Congressional hearing over the matter. You can
find all the references and pertinent URLS to my
unpleasant experience in Siegel (2015).
I see similar discourse happening to scientists
across disciplines in almost every part of the
environmental sphere. Social scientists know the
reasons for the current change in discourse, and
their work has been well summarized in more
accessible fashion by Kobert (2017) and Beck
(2017). Best-selling books have even been written
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Fallacies, Fake Facts, Alternative Facts, and Feel Good Facts
on the topic (e.g., Gladwell 2007; Kahneman 2013;
Wieland 2017).
Basically, people make decisions three ways:
they use their head, heart, or “gut.” The head
part consists of logical mulling over of real facts
to arrive at conclusions or opinions. This takes
time and effort. Using one’s heart appeals to good
intentions, what feels “right to do,” and takes
less time. Using the gut refers to quick intuitive
decisions, often without much thought or data to
buttress them. Sometimes the heart and gut work
well and sometimes they do not. In the public
arena, research shows that heart and gut decisions
usually win over the head in at least the short term.
Social circles - those people with whom you most
connect - profoundly affect your heart and gut
decisions. Nobody wants to be isolated from their
close personal friends, family, and professional
contacts because of philosophical differences.
The influence of these social circles, based on
social media, religion, political party affiliation, or
regional cultural differences (e.g., Woodard 2011)
cannot be underestimated.
For example, during my involvement in the
national debate on fracking, I had the opportunity
to discuss water pollution with the chief operating
officer of a major national environmental
organization. After I explained why fracking would
not seriously contaminate groundwater, he agreed
that his organization “oversold” water pollution as
a talking point, but that he could not retract what it
said because his membership would not tolerate it.
In turn, I gave a presentation to leaders in the
gas and oil industry, and told them they were very
smart people, and so they had to know burning
their product affected global climate. They could
not admit that for fear of losing economic purchase
and the respect of their peers who felt otherwise. In
private, the oil and gas leaders agreed with me. The
social pressure to conform may be as powerful a
driver for human behavior as sex!
So, what can scientists do to move public debate
out of this swamp of discourse? I use Randy Olson
(2009, 2013) as a guide. Olson suggests that
scientists should not be “such scientists” when
they explain their work to the public. They need to
be “storytellers” - avoid jargon, and certainly not
use just their heads (e.g., “the data say this…”).
Scientists need to also use their hearts and guts,
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tell personal anecdotes, and incorporate humor. I
can say from personal experience that this mode of
discourse can be difficult.
Most of all, scientists have to publicly
acknowledge the fears and concerns of those who
disagree with them. Acknowledgment does not
mean that we agree with the positions. It means we
respect that others can have another opinion, even
if we think they may be wrong.
I also no longer tell people they “are wrong.”
Instead, I ask questions: “What led you to think
this? That’s interesting. Can you tell me more?
What is your goal with your position?” I try to
show that I want to understand the position from
where they come.
I began to use Olson’s approach toward the end
of the fracking debate in my home state of New
York and found that many who publicly called
me “the frackademic” suddenly began to interact
positively with me. We found agreement on many
issues related to fracking, including the fact that
groundwater would not be seriously contaminated.
How did I do that? I took Olson’s advice to try
to tell my “story” in only one word, and then in one
grammatically correct compound sentence.
My one word on fracking? “Unscathed (with
respect to water quality).”
My compound sentence? “I agree with you that
fracking hundreds of thousands of gas wells has
caused a few instances of methane contamination
to well water and also locally spilled chemicals
to streams that temporarily killed fish; but given
the tiny number of incidents, can we instead
focus on the larger problems: enhanced climate
disruption, economic disparity, and stresses on
local public services, air quality, and community
development?”
This sentence showed that I respected those
frightened of fracking by misinformation
campaigns and scare tactics. My public respect for
their concerns opened the door to communication
- along with using more analogies and far less data
driven graphs.
Try it. It works.
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